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IN HER ARTICLE for Library Hi Tech News (Vol. 32, Issue 5; Emerald, 2015), based on a 

presentation at the Library 2.014 Conference,  Donna Ellen Frederick (Univ. of 

Saskatchewan Lib., Canada) highlighted some myths brought on by the 

misunderstandings and misconceptions surrounding ebooks and ebook purchasing in 

academic libraries over the past decade, including: ebooks are easier to manage than print 

collections because once they are bought and loaded into the catalog there is not much 

more librarians need to do; ebooks cost less over time because they don’t require shelf 

space; ebooks can be used by anyone, anywhere, anytime and remote access is always a 

given; and if libraries get enough ebooks, we won’t need librarians or bricks-and-mortar 

libraries anymore.  

Frederick goes on to dispel such myths, explaining that they are not only a 

product of patrons’ lack of knowledge about how ebooks function in libraries but also a 

product of the lack of understanding on the part of librarians and information 

professionals buying ebooks and making them available to patrons. Those of us who have 

been at the forefront of digital publishing shouldn’t find such claims surprising. Since its 

beginning almost two decades ago, the business of ebook distribution in libraries has been 

anything but predictable and static, requiring librarians to invest time and resources into 

educating themselves about the options available. 

Academic librarians have had to not only keep up with the onslaught of new 

products and services sold to them by a range of companies—now stretching beyond 

traditional publishers and aggregators—but they have had to take active part in helping 

content providers develop the products that they can afford and that their patrons need 

for their research. As savvy as academic librarians have been with technology and digital 

publishing, even the most experienced ones scratch their heads sometimes when buying 

ebooks. 

While the LIS industry has made great strides in improving how ebooks function 

in libraries the past few years, as any librarian in charge of ebook collection development 

can attest, ebooks are not always easier to manage than print books (they can, in fact, be 

more challenging); they do not always cost less over time even when they are owned in 

perpetuity because hosting fees are the new norm; remote access isn’t always a given for 

many reasons; ebooks aren’t always ‘there’ and can, in fact, disappear without prior notice 

Ebook Issues and Trends 

An Introduction 
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to libraries or patrons; and they do not always free up librarians’ time to do other things. 

Much of an academic librarian’s time is spent keeping up with the sheer volume of 

materials available for purchasing in digital format, testing new models and interfaces, and 

learning—usually through trial and error—what works and what doesn’t. 

Many factors come into play and long gone are the days when librarians only 

needed to order particular titles based on interest or need communicated to them in 

advance by faculty or researchers. In 2017, the universe of ebooks and econtent continues 

to grow at a dizzying rate, making it very challenging to keep up on a title-by-title basis; 

shrinking budgets and staff reductions have become the norm even in affluent 

institutions; and to remain competitive research institutions must rely on current 

scholarship that is constantly refreshed and available to them without restriction.  

 LIS journals that cover ebooks are overflowing with articles asking the same 

questions time and again: Can my library afford the new product or service? Will a 

particular method help streamline workflow? How much high-quality content is readily 

available? How much will my library be able to own in perpetuity? What will happen if my 

library doesn’t renew a subscription to a product that no longer serves its needs? Will the 

library have clear insight into patron usage? How well will the new product integrate into 

the library’s existing 

catalog? And, not to be 

overlooked: who is the 

content provider and what 

is its credibility in the 

library market? 

This series of 

articles aims to elucidate 

some of the ebook challenges librarians in academic institutions (of all sizes) have had to 

grapple with in recent years in their ongoing efforts to support research. The goal here is 

to discuss key issues surrounding ebook purchasing and clarify some misconceptions that 

still persist within the industry, not only about the nature of ebooks (as explained by 

Frederick) but, more important, about the ebook business models offered to libraries. 

These models continue to evolve, of course, as librarians, publishers, and aggregators 

adjust their expectations and learn from experience. 

The way to sustainable ebook collections is through a system 

that allows both the non-profits and the for-profits to 

protect their interests and fulfill their mutually-dependent 

missions. 
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The articles echo the voices of various librarians and LIS professionals on their 

experience of purchasing ebooks, leading us to conclude that there is no one-size-fits-all 

model that works for all. What proves to be an effective method in one library may not 

yield the same benefits in another. That said, trends have been emerging that are hard to 

ignore and that have had time to mature. Taken together, these articles address those 

trends from as many angles as possible, with the intention of providing unbiased 

perspective on their effects on both libraries and publishers. 

We start by revisiting the age-old buying tool that libraries have used for decades, 

the Approval Plan, and clarify why the Approval Plan still matters and still serves as the 

foundation for collection development, not only for print materials but more and more 

for digital materials, including ebooks and ebook collections. To understand the benefits 

of this complex mechanism, which Tony Horava (Univ. of Ottawa) calls an instrument 

involving many players, we need to recognize that the Approval Plan has grown with, 

rather than moved away from, libraries’ acquisitions needs. In other words, we cannot 

really discuss various ‘methods’ of acquiring ebooks (e.g., title-by-title, DDA, 

eCollections) unless we first understand how the Approval Plan has evolved from its early 

incarnations of the 1960s to become what it is today—a multi-faceted tool that 

incorporates a variety of business models. 

Next we examine the short-term and long-term effects of Demand-Driven 

Acquisitions (DDA) in an effort to grasp why DDA has led many to question its 

sustainability in the face of rising costs of Short-Term Loans and embargoes. As stated in 

the article, the main lesson of the DDA experiment is that libraries and publishers have 

more in common than they may have realized: both rely on predictability to drive 

spending and purchasing, so when predictability is taken out of the equation (as has been 

the case with DDA), problems arise that end up hurting the publisher’s bottom line, while 

leaving libraries with gaps in collections and unsatisfied patrons. 

We also take a closer look at ebook collections (eCollections) and bulk 

purchasing, both in the context of subscription packages as well as perpetual ownership. 

Here we answer the questions that have occupied librarians’ minds and have to do with 

both sources and usefulness of content: What are the benefits of purchasing bundled 

content from aggregators vs. publishers? And how relevant is the content found in 

eCollections to today’s researchers? 
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In the conclusion to the article for Library Hi Tech News, Frederick explains what it 

really takes to successfully manage ebooks in academic libraries (after the confusion and 

misunderstandings have been cleared), suggesting that it involves more than one’s ability 

to simply keep up with the business of it. It takes certain character traits. Her long list of 

ideal attributes includes: good communication skills, persistence, patience, flexibility, and 

creativity. After reading these three articles, librarians will not only gain more clarity on 

the most pressing issues surrounding ebook purchasing in academia today, but they will 

also come away with an understanding why those traits are needed in the first place. 

The business models discussed here will certainly continue to grow and evolve. 

What is the focal point of our discussions at library conferences and webinars today may 

not be of much value tomorrow, but one thing becomes apparent: those shaping the 

ebook ecosystem—including librarians, publishers, aggregators, and distributors—will 

contribute to the dialog the most when objectively assessing the pros and cons of every 

scenario and considering its effects from various perspectives, not only their own.  

If there is one trait I’d add to Frederick’s list (especially on the heels of writing 

these three articles), it would be consideration of others’ needs. The way to sustainable 

ebook collections is through a system that allows both the non-profits and the for-profits 

to protect their interests and fulfill their mutually-dependent missions.—Ed. 
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AT A TIME WHEN academic libraries are investing more time and resources 

experimenting with models that place user demands at the center of ebook purchasing 

(via such models as Demand-Driven Acquisition), there seems to be confusion and 

misunderstanding about which methods compete and why. Publishers and libraries spent 

a significant amount of time pitting the print book against the ebook in the early years of 

digital reading—at the time very few were pointing out that there was no real competition 

between the two formats to begin with, at least not to the extent that one should cancel 

out the other. Similarly, librarians have been tempted to decipher the maze of book and 

ebook buying models as a zero-sum game, i.e., that some models must clearly stand in 

opposition to others. 

While it could be argued that some ebook models do, indeed, encourage 

ownership while others encourage access (making it easy to distinguish between 

purchasing and subscribing to provide access), or that some models encourage purchase 

of a whole book while others ask for micro-transaction payments based on use, such 

arguments become problematic when applied to methods of discovering and acquiring 

content that were intentionally designed to adapt to the changing needs of libraries over 

time rather than to compete with new models. Nowhere is this confusion more evident 

than in the case of the Approval Plan—the many decades-old method that thousands of 

academic libraries around the world use to discover and acquire scholarly books. 

Has the Approval Plan stood the test of time, many now ask, as some libraries 

move away from buying to own to embrace the access-based services. Does the complex 

process of profiling (books and libraries), which stands at the core of Approval Plans, still 

make sense in the age of advanced technologies that track user activities in order to 

provide proof of what is needed without guess-work or prediction? Does the emphasis 

on thoughtful curation rather than on the immediate—and perhaps momentary—demand 

of the user put libraries at risk of developing collections that won’t be used? Not only has 

the Approval Plan stood the test of time as a highly effective book buying tool—

especially with the integration of ebooks—it has evolved with libraries consistently and to 

the point where it may not even be appropriate anymore to consider it a ‘traditional’ 

The Approval Plan 

The Right Books for the Right Libraries 
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method. In fact, there are more Approval Plans running in academic libraries today than 

ever before. How is it possible, one wonders, that a method used to support buying 

scholarly books for over half a century continues to adapt so well to new technologies 

and not appear outdated? 

* * * 

Every argument for the necessity of alternative acquisitions and collecting methods begins 

with the awareness that libraries are overwhelmed by the amount of content produced 

every year and need help from outside sources to keep up with the onslaught of new 

materials. Hence, the proliferation of ebook business models offered to libraries. 

According to recent GOBI Library Solutions data, over 70,000 new titles are published 

each year by some 1,400 scholarly publishers, and this in English language alone. About 

half of those titles are available simultaneously in print and digital format. With library 

staff being trimmed and assigned more often to work with patrons, how able are 

librarians to cope with discovering and selecting each and every book that might possibly 

be of interest to their 

faculty and students? 

While various 

acquisitions models 

have arisen to solve 

this dilemma today, 

the Approval Plan is 

the result of similar 

thinking many years 

ago, when academic libraries began to recognize the need for a system—a discovery 

mechanism, to be more precise—which would allow them to keep up. 

The story began in the early 1960s with Richard Abel, owner of a library book-

selling firm, Richard Abel & Co., and his idea that book purchasing habits of academic 

libraries could be predicted once the subject areas of interest to each library were 

identified and understood. In order to achieve accurate predictions, a method needed to 

be developed that would make it possible to streamline the discovery process for relevant 

new titles published. That’s essentially what the Approval Plan remains today—a 

complex, sophisticated, and precise discovery mechanism that libraries use to anticipate 

Not only has the Approval Plan stood the test of time as 

an effective book buying tool—especially with the 

integration of ebooks—it has evolved with libraries 

consistently and to the point where it may not even be 

appropriate anymore to consider it a ‘traditional’ method. 
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and ultimately meet the needs of researchers (in cooperation with faculty, of course). 

Robert F. Nardini described it in more technical terms in Marcel Dekker’s The Encyclopedia 

of Library and Information Science as “an acquisitions method under which a library receives 

regular shipments of new titles selected by a dealer, based on a profile of library collection 

interests, with the right to return what it decides not to buy. Titles that fit the profile less 

perfectly are announced by the dealer [the vendor] with paper or electronic slips or forms, 

which the library may use to place orders.” 

A more imaginative way of understanding the Approval Plan is to think of it as a 

giant Harry Potter Sorting Hat, involving the following: books are poured into the hat 

each week; incoming books are profiled by knowledgeable and 

experienced subject specialists; relevant titles are sent (in 

print or digital format) to libraries based on elaborate 

‘profiles’ of their collections, which are created (and 

updated) by the vendor’s collection development managers 

(often librarians themselves); titles may be reviewed by 

librarians, sometimes in cooperation with faculty, and 

decisions are made whether to keep the books or send them 

back (i.e., reject them). Other components may be 

incorporated into the buying process, such as Demand-

Driven Acquisition (DDA), which allows libraries to acquire 

those titles only if they are used sufficiently. The goal most 

often, of course, is to purchase the book and grow the 

library’s collection of titles in certain subject areas—and to own those titles in perpetuity.

To understand the benefits of this complex mechanism, which, in the words of 

Tony Horava (Univ. of Ottawa) is an instrument involving many players and many 

expectations both from libraries and vendors, we need to first recognize that the 

Approval Plan has evolved over time and it has grown with, rather than moved away 

from, libraries’ collections and acquisitions needs. We also need to bear in mind that just 

as the Approval Plan of today (which includes ebooks) is not the Approval Plan of 1990 

(which only knew print), the Approval Plan of 2030 will likely have evolved in ways we 

are not able to predict yet. That said, its benefits for libraries are as evident today as they 

were decades ago—especially in the context of the ever-expanding universe of digital 

content. Benefits include, among others:  
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o awareness of and the ability to acquire books immediately upon 

publication 

o the ability to create balanced collections 

o the comprehensiveness of new title coverage 

o the ability to reallocate staff to other duties in the library 

o more time to focus on identifying titles that require expertise (while 

relying on vendors to handle that vast number of titles from publishers 

that are easily identified) 

o the ability to build timely collections comparable with peer institutions, 

thus remain competitive 

o the ability to rely on knowledgeable human beings at least as much as on 

sophisticated technologies to ensure the buying process always leads to the 

building of stable and wide-ranging collections 

Indeed, one of the key traits of the Approval Plan is the human factor. The 

amount of human knowledge required and the frequency of communication needed 

between vendors and librarians at every step in the process is probably greater than with 

any other method of acquiring books. Ashley Bailey, Director, Collection Development 

and Workflow Solutions (GOBI Library Solutions), who has spent the past decade 

helping libraries develop profiles to ensure their long-term goals and research needs are 

understood fully by the vendor supplying the books, points to the level of trust that needs 

to exist in that synergetic working relationship: “The approval plan is a constant dialog 

between the two parties,” she says. “As a librarian on the vendor side, I have great respect 

for the librarians in the institutions we work with and have always felt that they, in turn, 

value our suggestions and the work that goes into approval plan management.”  

The work on the vendor side that Bailey refers to—and that takes place in that 

giant Sorting Hat day in and day out—is multifaceted and comprises a small army of 

experts employed by the vendor—among them bibliographers, book profilers, and 

collection development managers—who, working together with librarians, create 

approval plans that can easily run up to 150 pages-worth of metadata. This process, says 

Bailey, is not only highly dynamic but flexible enough to provide core content to a small 

library and powerful enough to aid in a larger universe of collecting for a large research 

institution. 
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Eric Wedig, Coordinator for Scholarly Resources for the Social Sciences at Tulane 

University in New Orleans, a Carnegie I research university, attests to the value of 

approval plans in a library with extensive research activities but a small collection 

development staff: “Without our approval plans, many important resources would not be 

in our library [which currently houses four million titles in print and digital format]. 

Further, they remain vital to collection development because they allow the library to 

build collections that do not include random materials. If collection development is 

relegated to ‘just in time’ and does not take into account the future research needs of 

scholars, the resources will appear random and incomplete.” Although Tulane piloted a 

DDA program and still uses it for smaller presses and peripheral materials, Wedig says 

that its long-term strategy is to rely on the Approval Plan to provide a foundation needed 

for the continued building of 

its wide-ranging collections. 

This foundation has 

for decades revolved around 

building print collections. In 

the past decade, however, the 

Approval Plan has evolved to 

include digital content, and now options for institutions like Tulane—which already owns 

over a million ebooks—range from purchasing individual titles to purchasing 

comprehensive ebook packages (either by single publishers or aggregators) to 

incorporating DDA. This is where the original Approval Plan evolves into the so-called 

E-Approval Plan, which usually points to even more advantages for libraries than the 

original Approval Plan. In their Information Today article, “Ebook Approval Plans: 

Integration to Meet User Needs,” Michael Buckley and Deborah Tritt shared their 

experience of piloting an E-Approval Plan at Nova Southeastern University’s Library 

(FL), concluding that a major benefit of the E-Approval Plan over the traditional one was 

the power of the selector to refuse a title on approval and preview the full text of the 

ebook prior to acquisition: “Combining the model of the Approval Plan with the benefits 

of immediate access [i.e., the use of modern technology] to preview the item gave us 

considerable control in regulating the purchases.”  

For libraries that opt for shelf-ready processing of print Approval Plan receipts to 

save time, the benefit of returning unwanted books is only there if the books are damaged 

If collection development is relegated to ‘just in 

time’ and does not take into account the future 

research needs of scholars, the resources will 

appear random and incomplete. 
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or fall outside of their profile. Buckey and Tritt also noted other benefits of the E-

Approval Plan in this article, namely the ability to fine tune (“one could study the rejected 

titles and determine patterns or characteristics that might warrant adjustments”); the 

ability to see which ebooks had the highest usage and make further decisions based on 

those statistics; and the ability to better manage duplication between electronic and print 

formats. 

The E-Approval Plan also exists in the form of an E-Preferred Approval Plan, 

which simply means that the library prefers an ebook over a print book but will purchase 

a print copy if an e-version isn’t available. Texas A&M University (TAMU) Library, 

whose acquisitions strategy was thoroughly described by its staff in CRL’s article “E-

Approval Plans in Research Libraries,” reported that as a result of implementing an E-

Preferred Approval Plan “weekly print approval shipments declined, mitigating ongoing 

space limitations; duplication was minimized, and oversight of ebooks by subject selectors 

and collections personnel has improved.”  

The challenges that existed in the early years of E-Approval Plans, which 

librarians at TAMU alluded to as considerable drawbacks, are no longer disadvantages 

today, since conditions under which e-content is offered to libraries have improved. For 

example, more titles are now available in ebook format, whereas a few years ago limited 

availability of titles, especially new titles, was a constant barrier for libraries; publishers do 

not embargo titles as frequently as they used to (in order to protect print revenue), which 

means more titles are now available simultaneously in both formats; prices of ebooks are 

not as unstable as they once were; and vendors’ relationships with publishers have 

evolved to a point where very few are now not represented in the vendor’s Approval 

Plan, whereas in the past the absence of certain publishers in vendor ebook pools resulted 

in visible gaps in collecting. 

The Demand-Driven-Preferred Approval Plan (DDPAP) allows the library to 

make new titles available for patrons to use and will only purchase if they see significant 

use. One such library is the Pollak Library of California State University, Fullerton. 

“Everything that matches our profile and is available for DDA will be added to our 

catalog for potential purchase,” says Ann Roll, Collection Development Librarian at 

Pollak. “If a profiled title isn’t available for DDA, then the Approval Plan kicks in and we 

may automatically purchase an ebook or a print book or receive a notification for possible 
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firm order later.” This hybrid approach enables the DDA benefits of providing a breadth 

of content options at an affordable cost and the Approval Plan benefits of automatically 

acquiring materials that are core to the library’s collecting areas soon after they are 

published. “Prior to moving to this approach, we found that we were spending too much 

on the Approval Plan for materials that weren’t being used,” adds Roll. “This method 

provides the best of both worlds.” 

Roll documented Pollak Library’s implementation of DDPAP in a couple of 

articles, including the more recent “Both Just-in-Time and Just-in-Case,” where she 

provided insight into her institution’s decision to combine “the strength of approval plan 

profiling and the user focus of DDA” with the ultimate goal to enable access to more 

content while spending less. “After revising the Approval Plan to direct titles to DDA 

whenever possible…the library did, indeed, increase access and reduce cost,” says Roll. 

“This approach assures that the library will regularly receive new publications in the 

subject areas of primary interest (the strength of the Approval Plan) and save costs and 

provide immediate access to unowned materials users may need (the strength of DDA).” 

It is important to note here that much of these arguments in favor of incorporating DDA 

into the library Approval Plan is what is making the DDA model unsustainable for many 

publishers, and so increasingly embargoes on new titles available in DDA are being 

imposed. 

* * * 

When we take into account the librarians’ recurrent perception of DDA as user-focused 

and their perception of the Approval Plan as curation-focused, as implied by Roll, it 

shouldn’t come as a surprise that many now refer to the Approval Plan as a ‘librarian-

driven acquisition’ method which anticipates the future needs of researchers. This is true 

in the sense that the Approval Plan requires highly competent subject specialists and 

trained librarians to participate in the process but certainly not in the sense that the 

Approval Plan stands in opposition to DDA. As the evolution of the Approval Plan 

clearly demonstrates, a more appropriate way of understanding its relationship to DDA is 

to think of the Approval Plan as the primary support tool for DDA. In fact, it is likely 

that without vendors having included DDA in that giant Sorting Hat, DDA would 

probably have become a significantly more challenging model for academic libraries. 

Further, taking into account that librarians work closely with faculty when selecting titles 
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via the Approval Plan, one can even argue that the Approval Plan itself is a form of 

demand-driven acquisition, since the titles selected always in one way or another involve 

the participation of or feedback from faculty—who may be the most important patrons 

of the library in their institutions. 

At its core, the Approval Plan is the library’s book discovery tool able to 

incorporate various business models over time, and this is a key function in a world 

seeing well over one million English-language books published each year, many of them 

inappropriate to an academic library. What libraries decide to do with the content once it 

has been identified as appropriate for acquisition is dependent on their collection goals, 

and the options there range from requesting to have a print or ebook sent to them with 

an invoice to requesting that the book be sent in the form of a DDA record. And because 

it can adapt to new technologies so well, the Approval Plan is perceived as a living 

mechanism designed to stand the test of time, not be threatened by it. 

As libraries’ needs evolve and new technologies push library patrons’ expectations 

to new heights, it is only logical to expect that this living mechanism will continue to 

morph into various incarnations of itself with time, but not at the expense of 

compromising the purpose of libraries. Stephen Smith, Acquisitions Librarian at 

University of Illinois at Chicago, which utilizes electronic order processing for both 

monographs and 

serials, clarifies: “No 

technology or 

format—whether 

print, fiche, 

electronic, or 

other—should drive 

our purpose as 

academic research libraries and librarians. Thoughtful, reflective analysis towards 

intelligent policy should always be our mode of operation. For decades, approval plans, 

utilizing precise and current profiles which are matched well to institutional needs, have 

provided comprehensive and timely access to resources in a cost-effective way, 

significantly reducing title-by-title purchasing. They have consistently offered us a useful 

degree of flexibility and helped us mitigate fiscally challenging times.” 

At its core, the Approval Plan is the library’s book discovery 

tool able to incorporate various business models over time, 

and this is a key function in a world seeing well over one 

million English-language books published each year. 
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At its core, the Approval Plan is also a man-made process rooted in 

communication between vendors and librarians on the one end and faculty and librarians 

on the other end, and everyone is expected to deliver their expertise in this process so 

that the right books end up in the right libraries. It is the vendor’s responsibility to stay on 

top of what goes into that Sorting Hat (in cooperation with publishers), while it is the 

academic librarian’s responsibility to determine what ultimately comes out of it (in 

cooperation with faculty). And what goes into that hat is an endless stream of scholarly 

titles that continue to be published at a dizzying rate. If everyone does their part, what 

comes out is almost guaranteed to be highly relevant content for academic libraries and 

the communities they serve. 

______________ 
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IN THE YEARS AND DECADES leading up to the digital revolution, academic 

librarians often questioned how much of the content they acquired in print really got 

used. Did the books they purchased in advance via approval plans and other methods get 

used enough to justify the cost of the library’s largely speculative buying? Were those 

books they bought really what library patrons needed in the first place? Then the universe 

of content exploded online and overnight, it seemed, an ocean of digital books became 

available—some for purchase, some via subscriptions, some free (e.g., Project Gutenberg, 

Internet Archive). New ways of building library collections content emerged—ways that 

would allow librarians to gain valuable insight into patron activities and answer the 

decades-old question at the heart of collection development: Are libraries acquiring what 

patrons need? 

The last few years have seen a steady proliferation of business models used for 

selling and acquiring ebooks by libraries, each with a unique set of benefits and 

challenges, but no other model has held as much promise to give patrons what they 

needed—at the moment they needed it—as Demand-Driven Acquisitions (DDA), also 

known as Patron-Driven Acquisitions (PDA). This is because at its core, DDA places the 

user (the patron), not the librarian or the publisher, in the driver seat. For the first time in 

the history of institutional book buying, patrons decide, for a portion of titles, what the 

library collects, leaving publishers and vendors without the predictability they enjoyed for 

many decades before ebooks came around. 

Why were so many libraries and vendors happy to give up control at first? Hasn’t 

the industry invested the past two decades in the argument that quality will always trump 

quantity in research and that content filtered by professionals—not random users, even if 

they were savvy researchers—is far superior to what is freely available online? And 

haven’t we also argued that information literacy—the ability to find and evaluate 

information at hand—in and of itself needs to be taught and learned? The simple, and 

Demand-Driven Acquisitions 

Do Library Patrons Get What They Need? 
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somewhat paradoxical, answer is: by giving up control all sides would eventually benefit. 

For libraries, it meant that a larger pool of titles would be immediately available for 

discovery—the titles they would never buy outright—and this in turn meant that the 

library would be able to support their patrons’ research at the point of need. For 

publishers, it meant incremental revenue and more revenue from the backlist that libraries 

either overlook or never have any intention of buying through other means. And for 

patrons, the ultimate beneficiaries, it meant that they would have immediate access to 

what they needed when they needed it, while remaining unaware that their actions were 

driving the buying. 

The only way to know for sure that the DDA model made sense for everyone in 

the chain of creating, distributing, and using ebooks was to try it. And try we have. For 

the better part of the last decade, libraries around the world have been experimenting 

with DDA, while publishers and aggregators, in cooperation with libraries, came up with 

various versions of DDA that would give libraries as much flexibility as possible. Indeed, 

the promise of the DDA model was that by giving up control and predictable outcomes 

and allowing users to lead the way would reward everyone in the long run. Countless case 

studies and several revisions of the model later, the industry stands at a crossroads. Has 

DDA fulfilled its promise? Has it proven that the ultimate indicator of value is the 

patron’s interaction with a title? Is DDA sustainable long term for all? Who decides? 

Many DDA pilots conducted in various library settings (small and large) showed 

early on that the model provided substantial financial savings for libraries (e.g., Grand 

Valley State University Libraries, MI, 

ConnectNY, The Pennsylvania 

Academic Library Consortium, Inc., 

Auckland University of Technology, 

New Zealand, University of 

Huddersfield, UK), but as the model 

evolved, the experimenting on both 

library and publisher side has led to 

some unexpected outcomes. The 

letting go and letting users point the 

way, which many welcomed in the 

beginning, has also led to the lack of 
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predictability, which neither content providers nor libraries are comfortable with. In fact, 

it could be argued that the very lack of control embraced early on has resulted in both 

sides asserting more control than they do with other models (e.g., the Approval Plan, 

subscription packages). This was evident in the frequent changing of DDA rules by 

librarians to adjust what was being purchased and when, and the subsequent increases of 

ebook prices and Short-Term Loans (STL) by publishers to adjust what was gained from 

the little revenue they were getting from mere sampling (vs. actual full title purchasing). 

Although no definitive conclusions can be drawn yet about where to go from here, it is 

clear that the DDA model has shown both libraries and publishers it is time for some 

introspection. 

* * * 

DDA has been described in myriad ways—philosophically and practically—in countless 

magazine and journal articles published in the past few years. There has also been no 

shortage of opinions on DDA in professional blog posts, webinars, and panel discussions. 

We’ve heard DDA described as a radical shift in the process from a librarian’s ‘just in 

case’ to a patron’s ‘just in time’ 

decision; a shift from speculative 

buying to evidence-based buying; 

a shift from focusing on the 

future need (as with approval 

plans) to focusing on the present 

need; and a shift from pre-

selected to user-selected 

acquisition. Some warned the industry early on that DDA might lead libraries in the 

direction of spending large sums of money only to develop skewed collections of little 

general interest, while others sought to prove that user-selected books ended up getting 

more usage down the line than those acquired by librarians, thus helping to create 

practical collections in line with current scholarly pursuits. All of this raises questions 

about the purpose of a scholarly collection, of a librarian, and of the role of the academic 

library itself. 

As disruptive as these descriptions sound, the story of DDA in libraries has for 

the most part been evolutionary rather than revolutionary. The model has undergone 

The letting go and letting users point the way, which 

many welcomed in the beginning, has also led to the 

lack of predictability, which neither content providers 

nor libraries are comfortable with. 
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several incarnations since its inception, owing to both libraries’ and vendors’ continuous 

adjustments of ‘DDA rules’ to protect bottom lines and eliminate as much 

unpredictability from the equation as possible. What started out as a use-driven model 

designed to automatically trigger purchases based on how much a patron interacts with an 

ebook (in terms of, for example, pages used, printed, or downloaded) evolved into a 

complex model based on a predetermined set of rules that libraries could change 

frequently and that more and more incorporated the STL option into DDA, which 

especially made sense if libraries were less interested in ownership and more interested in 

providing immediate access. 

In a relatively short time, DDA went from a rather straight-forward model with 

simple parameters that usually included the so-called 10-10-1-1 paradigm (automatic 

purchase triggered after ten minutes of continued usage, ten unique page views, or after 

any printing, copying, and downloading activity) to a model that could be molded ad 

nauseam to fit each library’s unique needs. And these needs often included the STL 

option, which quickly presented itself as a faster and cheaper replacement for ILL 

(Interlibrary Loan). The goal of STLs was to stretch the library’s budget by forestalling 

payment as much as possible because when STL is an integral part of DDA, an automatic 

trigger will only take place if a certain number of STL transactions occur. In other words, 

patrons are able to ‘sample’ more content than ever, and libraries will pay little for it 

before committing to a purchase. 

Indeed, the perceived advantages of the DDA model for libraries were many from 

the start, including, among others:  

o the immediate availability of a large number of titles that could never be 

purchased in advance 

o decrease in cost-per-use over time; flexibility to change the DDA rules as 

the library saw fit 

o more discoverable backlist that the library would not consider 

purchasing 

o substantial evidence that library money is always spent on actual reading 

o alignment of library collections with current user requirements 

o immediate availability of time-sensitive materials 

o proof that titles purchased represented titles that were used at least once 

if not more 
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o and the ability to defer payment by relying on STLs to delay purchasing, 

especially of expensive titles beyond the scope of approval plans 

* * * 

Although a number of publishers and vendors agreed to participate in DDA pilots with 

libraries, they slowly learned that what made sense to libraries did not make as much 

sense to them. At first, it appeared that they, too, would benefit from exposing more titles 

for discovery but, in reality, very few of those titles available via DDA were resulting in 

actual purchases at list price, which led to considerable revenue losses across the 

spectrum. According to data analyzed by GOBI Library Solutions (formerly YBP), just 

three percent of DDA records usually result in a purchase. A much larger number 

generate one or more STLs. On average, 70 percent of all transactions are STLs. 

The predictability and consistency of other models (such as approval plans and 

subscription packages), which guaranteed at least some return on investment for 

publishers and aggregators, was no longer there with DDA. This made it challenging to 

guide future decisions and predict how long it would take publishers to recoup the costs 

of publishing. As Oxford University Press’ Rebecca Seger and Lenny Allen noted 

in Against the Grain (“STL: A Publisher’s Perspective”) publishers and aggregators did not 

expect the loss of revenue to be the main outcome of the DDA experiment. Seger and 

Allen also point to some misconceptions about the upfront cost of producing a scholarly 

monograph (which for OUP averages $10,000 for a 336-page title) and its subsequent 

sales (which average between 350 and 700 copies), so “receiving 10 percent of the cost of 

a book when it is used [and without it being purchased], and then having to share that 10 

percent with both the aggregator and the author, simply cannot make financial sense to 

anyone.” 

In Academic E-Books: Publishers, Librarians, and Users, a collection of essays by 

Purdue University Press exploring the challenges of ebook buying in academic libraries 

from a variety of positions, a number of contributors echoed the voices of concerned 

publishers, from Tony Sanfilippo’s (Ohio Univ. Press) “one thing is immediately clear: 

this model is guaranteed to delay the majority of a title’s revenue until one year after 

publication” to Rhonda Herman’s (McFarland) “revenue has fallen too quickly so 

inaction is simply not an option.” Upon seeing the detrimental effects of DDA on their 

livelihood, many publishers reacted in a way that was to be expected: they began raising 
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the cost of one-day and seven-day STLs (in some cases by 100 and 200 percent), 

withdrawing frontlist titles from the DDA pool, or withdrawing from the STL model 

entirely. Needless to add, many other publishers that never warmed up to patron-driven 

purchasing and never 

took part to begin 

with (and this is not a 

short list) were now 

even more reluctant to 

join after seeing the 

struggles of their 

colleagues. Roughly 

350 publishers have participated to some degree in DDA out of the more than 1400 on 

GOBI Library Solutions’ Approval Publisher list. The number dwindles swiftly once we 

remove the small publishers and those that allow less than 50 percent of their list in the 

model. 

The unexpected outcome: Librarians are left to question the long-term effects of 

DDA on library collections, which now stand to look radically different without a large 

number of publishers participating and/or a substantial number of key titles no longer 

available for discovery owing to embargoes and withdrawals. Then there is the question 

of keeping up with the rising prices of STLs, which, if publishers are to justify 

participating in DDA moving forward, are not likely to go away. Many have, in fact, 

already dropped out of STL completely. Now that the model has had time to grow, and 

both libraries and publishers are able to look back and compare notes, it’s becoming 

evident that publishers and vendors aren’t the only ones bringing attention to the hard-to-

ignore shortfalls of the DDA model. Libraries that have participated in large and 

successful DDA pilots have reported challenges beyond those that have to do with 

disappearing content and price increases. 

* * * 

Even some early adopters and long-time fans of STL-based DDA are adjusting their 

perspectives. Doug Way, who, during his time as Head of Collections at Grand Valley 

State University Libraries established what was at that time one of the largest DDA 

programs at any library (and for which he offered insight in “Financial Implications of 

Librarians are left to question the long-term effects of DDA 

on library collections, which now stand to look radically 

different without a large number of publishers participating 

and/or a substantial number of key titles no longer available 

for discovery owing to embargoes and withdrawals. 
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Demand-Driven Acquisitions: A Case Study of the Value of Short-Term Loans”), still 

sees benefits of the STL-based DDA for certain institutions, but not for all. “One of the 

challenges we’re faced with in libraries today is this one-size-fits-all mentality; this 

thinking that what works in a community college works great in an ARL,” he says. Now 

Associate University Librarian for Collections and Research Services at University of 

Wisconsin, Madison, Way has recognized the limitations of the DDA model in a top-tier 

public research university which is big in size (43,000 students and 5000 faculty) as well as 

big on usage of library resources. 

According to Way, the library dropped its STL-based DDA program due to four 

challenges. The first was scale. The program had a $100,000 annual budget, but because 

of high level of use, the library was only able to make 23,000 titles available in the 

candidate pool. “We wanted to make more ebooks available, as we were seeing increasing 

demand. This would have required a significant increase in funds, which were not 

available,” explains Way. The second challenge had to do with workflows and policies. 

While it has been argued that DDA would free librarians to assist in research because less 

time would be spent on buying and maintenance, integration of DDA with existing 

workflows has shown to be a time-consuming endeavor, with libraries often experiencing 

technical and implementation difficulties, which has added complexity to the workflow. 

The third challenge, as expected, was the significant increase in the price of ebooks and 

STLs. “Price increases meant that many of our top-used publishers had priced themselves 

out of our candidate pool,” adds Way. The last challenge had to do with title availability 

and the developing trend where more and more high-demand content was being pulled 

from DDA pools by publishers. 

“Our ebook strategy today can be seen as a layered approach,” says Way. “We 

view something like a subscription-based package as a base layer providing access to a lot 

of content across disciplines at a relatively low cost. For stability, we purchase high-use 

titles to ensure they are there into the future. On top of that layer we purchase a number 

of publisher-direct packages, especially from the larger STEM publishers. There is an 

additional layer of data-driven acquisitions—both DDA (non-STL) and Evidence-Based 

Acquisitions (EBA) models are being experimented with—and then we top things off 

with firm orders, which make a small percentage of our ebook acquisitions.” 
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EBA, which could be perceived as a cousin of DDA or a modification of DDA to 

make it more sustainable for publishers, gives libraries access to a set of titles for a pre-

agreed amount. At the end of the agreed period, the library purchases the most used titles 

up to that amount. The downside for libraries, of course, is that there is no way of 

knowing that there will be a sufficient number of used titles to justify upfront spending. 

“When I was at smaller institutions, I didn’t like EBA programs because our use wasn’t 

high enough to justify the cost. At UW, that’s not the case,” explains Way. EBA makes 

sense, from a publisher perspective, on their own platform (e.g., Cambridge University 

Press, Elsevier), because they earn 100 percent of the revenue. But it is probably not 

sustainable as an aggregator model, because each publisher stands to earn much less in 

the process, and in the meantime, will earn less from other sales as the library is likely to 

turn off other purchase options. 

The question inevitably arises: do data-driven acquisitions (whether DDA or 

EBA) ever make sense in small research libraries with low usage? Although Way saw 

benefits of STL-based DDA when he implemented it at Grand Valley State, librarians like 

Matthew Sheehy of Brandeis University, an institute with a strong undergraduate arts 

program and less than 6000 students, point to the model’s pitfalls even in small research 

settings. Sheehy says Brandeis eliminated STLs in some of its DDA programs as the 

percentage of the full cost rose to 30 percent or more, but goes further: “While it has 

been shown that DDA books get used more, at what expense to future scholarship?” he 

asks, adding. “These programs do not allow for a focused research collection that 

anticipates the future need. And they leave gaps in collective collecting. One DDA 

advantage is that a savvy faculty member (or student) could shape our collection, but one 

real disadvantage is that a bias can be introduced without us knowing, and to counter that 

bias we may need to spend on content we may not use.” 

STL has also created problems at Brandeis when someone annotates a book, and 

the library does not end up purchasing it through DDA because it never hit the trigger. 

“Now we have an unhappy patron and while we have been able to successfully resolve 

these occurrences, it is a lot of staff time and a hit to our reputation,” explains Sheehy. 

Another concern has been the instability of consortia DDA programs like the Boston 

Library Consortium, which Brandeis has taken part in. “When partners pull out, mostly 

because of the success (demand = expense) of the program, we are left with lower 

discounts and higher costs, or we choose to withdraw as well.” 
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CTW Consortium (Connecticut College, Trinity College and Wesleyan University) 

Librarian for Collaborative Projects, Lorraine Huddy, echoes the sentiments of Way and 

Sheehy, believing in the basic philosophy behind DDA and its promise to balance library 

wants with research needs in light of budget cuts, however, she, too, points to it falling 

short in the long term and becoming increasingly unsustainable. Ebook prices and the 

cost of STLs will continue to go up, content choices will continue to shrink, and access 

issues will ensue, she says. 

CTW has done DDA both ways—with and without STLs—but Huddy notes the 

preference is probably without STLs since students and faculty may browse many books 

before 

finding the 

information 

they’re 

looking for. 

“When they 

find what 

they 

need, indicated by downloads/printing/copy-pasting, we’re willing to buy the book. A 

five-minute browse is not necessarily long enough to find what you’re looking for in an 

ebook, especially when the platform is new to the user.” Huddy elaborated on her early 

DDA experience in “Striving for Insights and Contending with Limitations: The 

Assessment of a Collaborative eBook Project,” ultimately concluding that the transition 

to ebooks is still underway and that the user experience will play a significant role in how 

the future of library collections is shaped. 

* * * 

Examples such as University of Wisconsin, Brandeis, and the CTW Consortium point to 

librarians in dissimilar research settings coming to similar conclusions: Although showing 

evidence that patrons often choose relevant content and that libraries save significantly 

when only purchasing titles that show heavy use, DDA cannot be considered a core 

method of purchasing but instead a supplemental one—ideal for enhancing, rather than 

Unavailability may lead patrons in the direction of less desirable 

titles to settle on, resulting in the ‘automatic’ creation of inferior 

collections, or patrons will look elsewhere, resulting in an 

undesirable perception of the institution. 
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replacing, traditional methods such as approval plans, title-by-title ordering, or 

subscription packages. Regardless of the library size, it seems, DDA purchasing leaves 

visible gaps in the process, as publishers and aggregators struggle to meet libraries half 

way and as libraries struggle to meet user expectations. 

The theory of the DDA has been that by giving up control, all in the ecosystem 

would reap the benefits. The practice has shown that benefits are there for some and 

never materialize for others. And those benefits are proving to be short-lived not only for 

libraries but, more importantly, for patrons, who will soon get less and less exposure to 

the titles they really need, and this will have effects not only on their overall experience 

but on the future of library collections. Unavailability may lead patrons in the direction of 

less desirable to settle on, resulting in the ‘automatic’ creation of inferior collections, or 

patrons will look elsewhere (beyond the library), resulting in an undesirable perception of 

the institution. 

Perhaps the ultimate lesson of the DDA experiment has been that libraries and 

publishers have more in common than they may realize: both rely on predictability to 

drive spending and purchasing; both must control fixed budgets that require, at least to 

some extent, fixed returns on investments; both will adjust the rules to protect their 

bottom lines as often as needed; both want to invest in products and services to sustain 

their livelihoods; and, most important, both are on a mission to support scholarship in a 

way that leads to robust, multi-faceted, usable, accessible, and sustainable collections. 

Which brings us back to the decades-old question at the heart of collection development: 

Are libraries acquiring what patrons need? 

____________ 
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IN THIS ANALYSIS of ebook buying methods in academic libraries, we’ve cleared up 

some confusion surrounding the Approval Plan and explained why it remains as effective 

for purchasing digital books as for print and we’ve examined the unexpected effects 

of Demand-Driven Acquisitions (DDA), a model that showed promise at its inception 

but eventually led librarians and publishers to question its long-term sustainability. If we 

take a closer look at these two tools for acquiring content—the former a decades-old 

method that has stood the test of time and evolved to support new technology and new 

methods (including DDA) and the latter a radical departure from traditional curation-

based methods of buying that places the user and his/her activity at the center of buying 

—we discover that they share one key feature: both are centered around ‘title-by-title’ 

purchasing. Both invite and encourage a focus on individual titles, which are ‘picked’ or 

‘chosen’ for purchase either automatically based on a set of pre-determined parameters or 

based on usage. 

This begs the question: what about the packaged collections? What about the 

collections of ebooks sold to libraries in bulk? What benefits and challenges await libraries 

choosing to bypass the process of selecting individual titles (at least to some degree, if not 

entirely) and welcome packaged deals? Has the availability of ebook collections (hereafter 

referred to as eCollections) enhanced and/or improved collection development practices 

in academic libraries? On the heels of recent announcements that some libraries across 

North America are canceling their Big Deal e-journal packages—citing inability to keep 

up with the rising cost of subscriptions and insufficient use of old journals that make up a 

large portion of those collections—it seems fitting and necessary to examine how 

eCollections perform as part of libraries’ acquisitions strategy in a rapidly changing ebook 

market. 

If purchasing e-journals through big packages (so-called Big Deals) has become 

the norm, has it also become the norm with ebooks? What are the benefits of purchasing 

Ebook Collections 

What’s the Deal with Big Deals? 
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from aggregators as opposed to purchasing directly from publishers? What type of 

content do eCollections entail and how relevant is that content to today’s researchers? 

And what are some of the challenges faced by libraries purchasing eCollections? As we’ve 

seen with the Approval Plan and DDA, there is no one-size-fits-all solution for any ebook 

model or any library—however big or small, affluent or modest—and the better we 

understand the possibilities afforded to libraries through packaged vs. title-by-title deals, 

the closer we get to an understanding that eCollections hold a significant place in ebook 

collection development and have, indeed, become a new version of ‘Big Deals’ (a term 

usually used to refer to e-journal packages) in academic libraries. 

The obvious benefits of ‘title-by-title’ (or ‘pick-and-choose’) buying have been 

well documented in LIS literature: not only does it provide libraries with the flexibility to 

supplement their existing catalogs with targeted selections, it requires less initial 

investment of time and money; it is 

often seen as the easiest way to 

select and purchase only what 

libraries need; and it is also the 

most intuitive to the library 

profession, because it places the art 

of curation front and center—

something many librarians see as an integral part of their professional identity. However, 

over time ‘title-by-title’ buying becomes daunting because librarians find it challenging to 

keep up with the amount of scholarly content produced each year (which is only 

increasing in volume). It also becomes costly even for large institutions, because cherry 

picking in any form tends to be more expensive compared to the discounted prices 

associated with bundled content. 

On the other end of the purchasing spectrum lies the ‘critical mass’ approach and 

eCollections—bundles of ebooks sold to libraries by aggregators or directly by publishers. 

Generally perceived as more affordable, requiring less labor, involving less restrictive 

DRM policies, and giving libraries the most value, eCollections are said to alleviate some 

of the frustrations librarians encounter with title-by-title purchasing. But just as the DDA 

model has challenged libraries, publishers, and vendors to rethink traditional methods of 

buying and selling, asking all sides to place their trust in the user’s ability to drive 

purchasing, so, too, has the idea that books in digital format being grouped together and 

eCollections hold a significant place in ebook 

collection development and have, indeed, become 

a new version of ‘Big Deals.’ 
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sold as a package required all involved to further rethink how to amass content as 

efficiently and logically as possible. 

* * * 

The logic from the beginning has dictated that ebooks be grouped according to subjects 

(sometimes broken down further into time periods) or they would be amassed via 

aggregators into large, multi-disciplinary virtual libraries spanning publishers and fields of 

study. Subject-based collections usually include large numbers of titles in a particular field 

needed to build a thorough, authoritative collection to support an institution’s growing 

research needs in that area. This, in turn, helps the institution remain competitive and on 

the cutting-edge of research and innovation. The titles in eCollections do not only include 

newer titles but also include the backlist that the library missed purchasing or simply 

didn’t have the funds to purchase through title-by-title methods. 

While a number of publishers develop their own eCollections and sell them 

directly to libraries, particularly those that have long been on top of digitizing their 

portfolios (e.g., Wiley, Oxford 

University Press, Cambridge, Taylor 

& Francis, SAGE), aggregator-

managed eCollections remain an 

attractive option for libraries 

looking to receive deeper discounts 

and build collections that are not 

only subject-specific but span 

publishers and disciplines. 

According to Library Journal’s 2016 

survey of U.S. ebook usage, the top 

vendor from which ebooks are 

purchased is EBSCO (82 percent), 

followed by Gale (59 percent) and ProQuest (58 percent). 

Aggregators, like publishers, are held to high standards when compiling 

eCollections. In her 2013 “Ebook Access” article for Online Researcher, Sue Polanka wrote 

“[Aggregators] must do an excellent job curating collections in order to generate [library] 
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interest and sales. They must provide ample discovery of individual titles within their 

collections. They also need to be accountable to publishers and authors by monitoring the 

use of subscription collections and determining acceptable methods of revenue 

distribution.” 

Polanka here focused on the quality of the content itself, the user experience, and 

the aggregator’s relationship with publishers, all of which result in libraries successfully 

integrating eCollections into their catalogs. Once those are in place, other benefits of 

working with third-parties, including working with vendors, come to surface, and they 

extend beyond receiving discounts. These include a more streamlined ordering process, 

sophisticated customer support (vendors invest heavily in communication with both 

publishers and aggregators and seek to employ staff with LIS and information science 

background), and easy duplication control (a major issue for libraries not wanting to pay 

for books that they already own in one or multiple formats). 

Perhaps the key word to use when highlighting the advantages of working with 

aggregators is ‘consolidation.’ In a world that sees hundreds of thousands of new 

academic titles published each year, keeping up and ordering books on a title-by-title basis 

is a daunting task for time-strapped librarians—even at the most affluent academic 

institutions not facing severe budget cuts or staff reduction. Librarians also have reported 

the challenges when interacting with many different publishers simultaneously. Not only 

is it time-consuming, it is also expensive and involves a significant amount of internal 

labor. 

Julia Proctor of University of Wyoming Libraries raised the issue of time 

management in New Library World’s “Avoiding Ebook Big Deals:” The staff time that it 

takes to go through those packages is an indirect cost to the library and a considerable 

one because often these packages contain thousands of titles and take a great deal of time 

to evaluate.” Consolidating content also has significant benefits for the library user, who 

may find it frustrating and unproductive to have to learn multiple interfaces at the same 

time while doing his/her research. 

* * * 
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What about the question of ownership? Should libraries purchase eCollections (the 

‘perpetual access’ model) or simply subscribe to them (the ‘lease’ model)? Judging from 

recent librarian feedback, perhaps the question to now ask is: Is it possible (and desirable) 

to have both options? When opting for perpetual access, librarians essentially choose to 

own eCollections in perpetuity either by hosting their owned content on their platforms 

or more often using the external platforms provided by aggregators. This means that 

although they only purchase ebooks to own them, they continue to pay hosting fees to 

third parties. On the other hand, when opting for a subscription package, libraries pay 

aggregators (or publishers) annual access fees but do not own the titles in the collection. 

Both ‘ownership’ and ‘subscription’ models present a unique set of benefits and 

some challenges for libraries, and it remains unclear which will eventually prevail, if it is 

even necessary for one to ‘outdo’ the other. According to the Library Journal 2016 survey 

already cited, 79 percent of libraries opt for some type of subscription service when 

acquiring ebooks. Yet nearly 40 percent of libraries say they are moving in the direction of 

perpetual access. 

The ‘nearly 40 percent’ 

includes the Howard-Tilton Memorial 

Library of Tulane University, New 

Orleans, which forgoes the 

subscription model for acquiring 

ebooks and instead opts to purchase 

all ebook content outright. Andy 

Corrigan, Associate Dean of Libraries 

and Head of Collections, and Eric Wedig, Coordinator for Scholarly Resources for the 

Social Sciences, say their library has so far purchased more than 900,000 ebooks with 

records in the online catalog. And those ebooks have mostly been acquired in deeply 

discounted package sets or in historic book collections. “Ownership is an overarching 

issue with many ebooks, since without some safe assurance of ownership, the library’s 

ability to preserve ebook content for long-term access cannot be assured even after a full 

purchase cost is paid.” Tulane continues to pursue highly discounted ebooks through 

package purchases and looks to support least-restrictive licenses and platforms, say 

Corrigan and Wedig. 

Both ‘ownership’ and ‘subscription’ models present a 

unique set of benefits and some challenges for libraries, 

and it remains unclear which will prevail, if it is even 

necessary for one to ‘outdo’ the other. 
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While Tulane continues to build a collection that it intends to own in perpetuity, 

subscription services remain an attractive option for libraries in need of content that ages 

rapidly and is constantly evolving. It has long been argued that subscription services make 

the most sense for content that updates frequently (including reference books such as 

encyclopedias, almanacs, dictionaries, etc.) and content that ages fast and needs to be 

‘refreshed’ fast (including subjects such as computer science, medicine, technology, etc.). 

By subscribing to ebook services, libraries are more able to stay on top of time-sensitive 

content; not only can they deliver up-to-date content to their patrons quickly, they can 

deliver a lot more of it via subscription than they’d be able to if they purchased titles 

individually. And if they are catering to academic communities keeping up with those 

rapidly changing disciplines, providing access to patrons at the point of need by leasing 

rather than owning content makes sense for those libraries. 

Some libraries approach ownership simply as a matter of weighing short-term and 

long-term needs. Steven Sowards, Associate Director for Collections at Michigan State 

University (MSU) Libraries, East Lansing, explains MSU’s strategy: “If we expect 

continued use—due to durable interest in the topic, or an expectation that some class 

may rely on a database—we prefer to buy outright with perpetual rights. That is also a 

preference as a hedge against potential bad budget years at some future date: we should 

be able to afford annual maintenance fees, but if we own rather than rent, we would not 

lose access to masses of material.” 

MSU is a large university (50,000 students) with many distance learners. That is a 

factor toward seeking online resources in general, including ebooks. Having a single print 

book, or an ebook with one simultaneous user, is risky when multiple students in a class 

may want access to the same text in the same week, says Sowards. “Faculty are used to 

having unlimited simultaneous user access for journal articles and assume that the same is 

true for ebooks, even though it is not always so. We try to have multiple or unlimited user 

rights for that reason.” 

MSU subscribes to two large ebook aggregator collections, bringing in more than 

100,000 titles at a low cost-per-title and with unlimited user access. “I view this as a 

virtual undergraduate library serving large classes but not building the permanent research 

collection,” says Sowards. “I have no problem with overlapping access: the same title 

rented in an aggregator, while also owned as an ebook or in print. We also know that 
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some rented ebooks will drop out of the packages each year, so we review usage statistics 

annually and buy the ebooks with the heaviest use, so that if access to the rental copy 

should later disappear, we will still have access. This involves several hundred ebook titles 

in an average year.” 

Sowards here points to two possible challenges libraries face with subscription 

services: First, there may be overlap and duplication because libraries already have 

purchased some books found in those eCollections through other channels and in other 

formats, and second, titles are sometimes pulled from eCollections—often without prior 

notice to the subscribing institution—because contractual agreements between publishers 

and subscription-package aggregators may be subject to change. 

In “The Case of the 

Disappearing E-Book,” 

Helen Georgas asks: “How 

can academic librarians 

promote and encourage use 

of ebooks by faculty and 

students, especially as course 

material, if the ebooks 

might, at any given moment, disappear? While she understands that publishers sometimes 

struggle to respond to this shifting marketplace, she warns of the impermanent nature of 

eCollections and sees it as a major obstacle in shifting from ownership to subscription, 

adding: “continuity of access is important for a number of reasons, and there are 

significant logistical and workflow issues if e-textbooks are added to, and subsequently 

removed from, catalogs.” 

This opens up another issue that e-journal publishing has grappled with for years: 

are libraries getting the content in those eCollections that they want and that users want? 

And how quickly are new titles making their way into those collections? Although the vast 

majority of ebooks in aggregator-supported eCollections are populated with new titles, an 

old perception persists that new titles are embargoed or significantly delayed from digital 

availability and eCollections, leading some librarians to question whether mass purchasing 

requires libraries to pay for the titles they don’t want in order to get the ones they do 

want. 

Although the vast majority of ebooks in aggregator-

supported eCollections are populated with new titles, an 

old perception persists that new titles are embargoed or 

significantly delayed from digital availability. 
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According to industry estimates, however, only about two percent of titles in 

those collections ‘lag behind’ in terms of how quickly they are made available. 

Aggregators and publishers have made great strides in recent years in improving the 

availability of new content in eCollections. They have also continued to diversify their 

offerings, which explains the arrival of new, ‘hybrid’ models like Evidence-Based 

Acquisitions (EBA), allowing libraries to combine the benefits of DDA to build 

collections that are affordable to them. 

* * * 

EBA is designed to help libraries build collections based on usage but, unlike DDA, it 

guarantees more stable revenue-producing conditions for publishers because it requires 

participating libraries to commit upfront. The premise is simple: A library pays an upfront 

fee that is smaller than the cost of an entire collection of titles. Its patrons get access to 

the entire collection of titles (not owned by the library at that point) for an agreed period 

of time. At the end of the period, the library then chooses the titles for the collection 

based on usage. The upfront fee then is applied toward the purchase cost of the newly 

built collection. The basic idea behind EBA is to help libraries acquire what users need 

(based on evidence), while giving publishers more stability than was the case with the 

DDA model. 

The model has caught on with libraries because they get a lot of value for little 

money. However, like DDA, EBA is showing to be unsustainable for frontlist because 

publishers are starting to embargo new titles. Like DDA, EBA starts off strong. During 

that first year when the library and the publisher strike a deal, both sides see benefits. 

Libraries are able to build an entire collection for a set amount based on usage and 

evidence and publishers are able to secure some predictability in terms of revenue. 

However, in Year 2 the stakes get higher, as the publisher needs to show revenue growth, 

yet a large part of the publisher’s content is now old and may not have shown use. Why 

should the library pay more in Year 2? Even if it agrees to pay more at that point, when 

Year 3 comes around, this problem becomes even more apparent. 

EBA was designed by publishers to solve some of their sustainability challenges 

with DDA, however, it shares similar issues in the long run. And now that aggregators 

have begun experimenting with EBA, greater challenges are on the horizon for 
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publishers, since they will receive just a fraction of the EBA revenue from aggregators 

instead of the whole pot. 

Michael A. Arthur, Department Head, Resource Acquisition & Discovery, 

University of Alabama Libraries, Tuscaloosa, who works extensively with various ebook 

purchasing methods, including both DDA and EBA, says that EBA promises to be cost 

effective but challenges are starting to rise at his library and he is skeptical about EBA’s 

long-term sustainability. “Excessively high cost means that we spend more on one 

publisher [in this case Cambridge University Press] than any other. We can’t spend such a 

large amount on one publisher. Also, since we have no idea what titles we actually will 

purchase at the end of the EBA period, we are forced to hold off on any purchasing from 

this publisher during the year.” 

* * * 

As libraries, publishers, aggregators, and vendors continue to learn through trial and 

error, it is evident that all sides see value in mass collecting and eCollections are, indeed, 

here to stay. The question isn’t “Should libraries subscribe to or buy them” but rather 

“When and how libraries should subscribe to or buy them?” All evidence points to 

libraries continuing to invest in eCollections as a way to both augment their offerings and 

to stretch their budgets as much as possible, particularly when acquiring through 

aggregators. 

As librarians’ roles expand beyond curating collections and involve more work 

with faculty and more outreach, as budgets and staff continue to shrink, and as more and 

more books inundate the already-saturated academic book market, librarians will rely on 

eCollections to alleviate the burden of 

keeping up and ensuring their institutions 

can fall back on the breadth of their 

library’s content, and this content extends 

far beyond the frontlist. 

Libraries will also continue to 

experiment with how those collections 

are built until their needs can be matched with the business needs of publishers, 

All evidence points to libraries continuing to invest 

in eCollections as a way to both augment their 

offerings and to stretch their budgets as much as 

possible. 
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aggregators, and vendors and, more important, until users are given what they need. For 

some libraries, this may mean investing in subscription-based packages only, because their 

patrons will always seek access to time-sensitive information. For some, it may mean 

investing in ownership because their ultimate goal is to not deal with canceled 

subscriptions, disappearing titles, or overlap with the print collection. And for some, it 

will not become an ‘either/or’ dilemma but remain a decision to make the most of all 

available options as circumstances dictate. 

As for publishers, aggregators, and vendors, they, too, will continue to evaluate 

their options, enhance their offerings, and rely on the feedback from librarians to make 

eCollections as user-friendly as possible. According to the feedback thus far, this means 

encouraging, supporting and enabling instant, simultaneous, remote, and uninterrupted 

access to all titles in eCollections; continuing to make new titles available in eCollections; 

loosening DRM policies (so that users can interact with content as needed); not updating 

interfaces too often (so that users don’t have to re-learn how to use the software with 

each update); and, of course, the main reason eCollections exist in the first place—giving 

libraries a lot of bang for their buck. 

_____________ 
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outside the box and help propel the publishing and LIS industry to new levels. Read more 

about NSR’s mission at www.noshelfrequired.com/about and 

www.noshelfrequired.com/mission. Follow NSR on Twitter @noshelfrequired. 
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